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Soon-to-be-classic Holocaust narrative
is a gripping tale of reinvention and romance
Book review by Philip K. Jason, Special to The Jewish News
successfully searched for him. Though
their personalities and values were not
entirely harmonious, they married. In
1946, they smuggled themselves into
pre-state Israel, where they flourished
until they felt the need to move on.
After leaving Israel, they lived in
his unique and almost accidenmany places, but most of their several
tal biography of two young peohomes were in the United States where
ple, separately, living through
they maintained citizenship and where
horrible events during the Holocaust is
Willi rebuilt and improved upon his
bound to be considered a classic tellremarkable career as an inventor and
ing of the Holobusinessman. He held sixteen patents.
caust experience.
All through the early part of their
How is it accilives, and even into their later years, the
dental? Willi and
Salcers suffered frequent, and someKati Salcer spent
times unspeakable, hardships, as did
decades of their
their Czech relatives. How they faced
lives as Holocaust
and fought through those obstacles is
survivors shunilluminated by the dozens of stories
ning any and all
synthesized brilliantly by Ms. Stone.
opportunities to
Phil Jason
Every reader will have his or her
tell their stories.
favorite story. Here are some of them:
They were not interested in bringing
In April 1944, Hungarian genthose memories to the surface. Kati, in
darmes push Kati – along with her
particular, did not think their horrible
mother, brother and grandmother –
experiences could be made shareable.
from their home. Laughing all the
They finally succumbed at the insisway, the gendarmes direct them to
tence of their son Ron, who came to
enter the next-door home. Incredibly,
understand – without knowing any
this new Jewish ghetto
details – that his parents,
included the home of
once two young Jewish
Kati’s great uncle, OsCzech teenagers, had
car Bing. It was actubeen through terrible exally a very nice home,
periences during WWII.
well-supplied with food
He managed to have
and other necessities. It
them record their experiwas the nicest place of
ences for the Shoah Visuconfinement one could
al History Foundation in
imagine. Other aspects
1996. The Foundation is
of the ghetto, however
housed at the University
– a stepping stone to laof Southern California.
D.Z.
Stone
bor camps – were not so
Ron felt that more could
pleasant. Soon enough, the confiscated
be drawn out of them, and he also felt
homes of the town’s Jews were taken
that their story should be available in
over by their non-Jewish neighbors,
book form. He sought and found the
few if any of whom showed any symideal person to build the chronicle for
pathy for their plight.
readers, preserving the couple’s voices
In August 1945, after Kati’s libwhile adding her own as well as an eneration from Auschwitz and return to
gaging narrative structure. That person
her family’s village, she went to the
is journalist and cultural anthropology
mayor’s office to discuss the return
specialist D.Z. Stone.
of the family-owned home and pharKatarina Kellner and William Salmacy. She wanted those Christians
cer, both from small Czech villages,
to be gone and everything restored.
met in 1944. Both had been educated
After the mayor hemmed and hawed,
in topnotch Budapest schools. After the
not ready to take such a step, Kati took
Germans invaded Hungary, the young
matters more fully into her own hands
people, who had met in a ghetto, found
and moved into the adjacent gardener’s
themselves forced into labor camps.
shed. She became a grand example of
Willi survived Mauthausen and Kati
positive chutzpah. In Kati’s own words
survived Auschwitz. Hearing of Willi’s
decades later, she explained: Yes, you
survival after Germany’s defeat, Kati
No Past Tense: Love and Survival
in the Shadow of the Holocaust,
by D.Z. Stone. Vallentine Mitchell.
288 pages. Hardcover $49.00,
Trade paperback $22.95.
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Great Gift for Chanukah!
A new book by Rich Bergman

Ricardo’s

Extraordinary Journey

can say this was a provocative act. I knew people were watching from
the house and there was
a small crowd of villagers pointing at me and
whispering, “What is
she doing?” I was glad
I was getting attention;
let the entire village be
reminded of what they
had done.
In February 1946, the
recently married young couple, disgusted with conditions in postwar Europe, connected with an organization
called Hakshara. This entity provided
agricultural training for Jews hoping
to emigrate to Palestine. Illegal immigration was the only immigration possible for the Salcers and other Jews.
Just as luck would have it, while they
were pursuing this Aliyah hope, Willi
received a notice demanding him to
report for duty in the Czechoslovakian army! How they finally made their
way to a new life in pre-state Israel is
one of the most fascinating stories in
the book. The ship purchased for the
voyage was renamed “The Jewish Soldier.” Willi contributed his skills for

what would become the
new Jewish state by designing and constructing
tanks. Thus, he played his
part in the unofficial Israeli army. Soon after, in
1948, he became a member of the newly formed
Israeli Air Force.
These vignettes, presented much more elaborately in the book, offer a
taste of what No Past Tense
has in store for readers. In the domain
of their experience, there can only be
now and the future. Thus the book’s title. October 16, the book’s publication
date, is also the couple’s wedding anniversary. Even though they are gone
from this world that tested them so severely, their abiding love and resilient
natures come alive on every page.
Philip K. Jason is Professor Emeritus
of English from the United States Naval Academy. He reviews regularly for
Florida Weekly, Washington Independent Review of Books, Southern Literary Review, other publications and
the Jewish Book Council. Please visit
Phil’s website at www.philjason.word
press.com.
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Temple Beth Sholom
Sarasota's Conservative Synagogue
"Where community is family and egalitarian Conservative Judaism
thrives in Sarasota through prayer, learning, and community service.”
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Idelson Library
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A Boy’s Mystical Quest for Fame, Fortune and Adventure
oin teenage adventurer Ricardo Columbo as he leaves his
native Spain and embarks on a lifechanging odyssey
through 14th century Europe,
Africa and Asia tracing his
Jewish roots.

Fun, fast-paced and
beautifully illustrated,
Ricardo’s trek will
entertain and inspire
readers from every
generation.

At Temple Beth Sholom, everyone is welcome!
Now, as always, TBS is your home.

1050 South Tuttle Avenue Sarasota, Florida 34237
941.955.8121
Info@TempleBethSholomFL.org • www.TempleBethSholomFL.org

All profits go to children’s charities.
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